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Editorial
by Haneen Saleem

Theres rats in my house
Hello friends, foes, and all your toes.
Today I beg and plead for your help and
sympathy as I recall the events from the
last week of horror. My home, my dirty,
rotten, despicable home that I had made
so lovely and beautiful with my knack for
decorating with borrowed goods from the
city of Kingston, has been plagued with
RATS!!! I had known the previous tenants
did, indeed, have a rat problem, but that
had been 2 years before our signing the
lease and in the year and a half we’ve lived
here never had we had a problem with
rodents. I have to say, since we’ve moved
in the house had taken a turn for the worse
and our landlord seems to have little to no
regard for our comfort, so this is a fucking
call out blake.
Night 1: Scritchy scratchy scum in
the wall
It began with a small faint scratch
in the wall. An off putting, yet not enough
to off my rhythm, scratch that seemed
to disappear every few seconds only to
return louder and more…. Ferocious. The
scratching then grew quickly and refused
to stop for an hour or so, and it was then
that I decided to interfere. I grew impatient
with goosebumps, reassuring myself it was
our neighbors being noisy but knowing
deep within the truth I refused to believe.

My girlfriend turns to me, terror framing
her worried eyes. “Rats.” That’s all it took
for my heart to start racing and my legs to
start moving. My ear to the wall and my
eyes closed, I began to move closer to the
sound until I could hear the individual
chomps of each wall-dweller. Freaks.
The hand began to pound on the wall in
hopes of scaring them away, and it did for
a moment before they began munching
away again. I pounded again, this time
with more anger and fear behind my fist,
and the rest of the night was peaceful, or
as peaceful as it could be.
Night 2: Get the fuck out of my doritos
The following night I was left all
alone in the living room, unsuspecting the
rats to return again. I texted our neighbors
asking if they had rats at all, and I was
shocked to hear they had been catching
some in traps left right and center! The
dread began to build as I was reminded
of last night’s events. Will they return?
What will I do? No matter, I told myself
and proceeded to distract my bimbo brain
with some OITNB. Some time later, I began
to hear scratching… no, a crinkling? I listen
hard and long for the sound, and try to
locate the source, and what a surprise it
was for it to come from the wall between
the living room and mine! (not) I searched

and searched but to no avail, it was not
until I sat back down that I saw a bag
of doritos on our mantel place shaking
vigorously, and the source of the crinkling
was found. I began to feel my heart race
and my hands begin to shake as I reached
for my phone to call my dearest friend. I
feel my feet run upstairs as i explain to dear
mary what has occurred. She calms me
down and coaches me through what to do
next. I move my stuff to the room upstairs
and gather my bearings. Once calm, I hang
up and make my way to the kitchen to
grab a bottle of cider in order to drink my
problems away, but I’m stopped by the
sound of rats in my kitchen cupboards.
RATS! I immediately text Rob, our lord and
savior maintenance man, and he comes by
to take a look and set some traps. I slept in
fear for the rest of the night.
Night 3: The house smells like piss
We found the rat hole behind
the dorito bag and Rob patched it up. The
house smells like ammonia, apparently a
sign of dead rats in your house. I’m sad.
This editorial is dedicated to maintenance
guy Rob for bringing us a portable heater since
our furnace isn’t working right

Editorial
by Jacob Bellini
The Mac-Corry Passage
About four years ago, when many
of Queen’s were actual children,
in person classes had no threat or
thought of being canceled, and in
the dead of frost week, many faced
starvation, frostbite, and a lack of
motivation to go back to residence
after class. These poor frosh had
no hope of the winter term being
canceled, as is the current tradition
of three years running now, and had
to actually endure the cold instead of
snuggling up to their cozy kingston
heater that costs >$100 a month if
they’re lucky just to keep a single
room in the house habitable. It was a
sad time in history in truth, but there
was always hope and ingenuity that
broke the barriers of adversity.
Some brave students, me one of
them, had to theorize a way to get
away from our evening computing
class in Dunning, all the way to the
warm embrace of Ban Righ’s dining
hall and the ensuing microwave
veggie burgers within. Imagine - it is
the dead of winter, people are outside
waddling around on the ice, snow is
up to your ass, and every single hour
you have to jump out of a practical
sauna of a classroom to the freezing
cold just to ATTEND class, a concept
completely foreign to many of us

for the last few years. You have to
take off your coat, several sweaters
and essentially strip to nothing to
be comfortable in the class halls, so
any cut in the painful experience of
walking home was welcome.
Some of the smarter students left
out of the doors to the south; you had
to go through a couple hallways to get
there but it easily shaved a minute
off your time in the cold. Most of the
other students were still going out the
normal way, either to them having
warmer, tougher, and stronger bodies,
or them just not giving as much of a
shit as others.
One day, my friend and I were
sick of the brutalization that we
endured from our late night class
and decided to find the long fabled
passage, straight to Ban Righ. We
noted there’s this walkway that
connects dunning to the suspiciously
long Ma-Ccorry hall, and we decided
to find it. We went up two flights of
stairs, but the walkway wasn’t there,
but luckily we could just spot it out
of the window one floor down and
we found it completely unlocked and
free for our exploitation. We weren’t
in Mac yet, but either the law building
or Richardson or something, and we
had to find the second walkway.

After some mindless wandering,
we found that the grad offices we
saw before WERE the walkway. The
hardest part of making it through
this grad passage as a frosh was not
succumbing to the pain and suffering
felt by the grad students there. Their
collective anguish filled the air with
a warm soup of despair, of which we
barely got out of alive. After pushing
through this and leaving the suffering
souls of our comrades behind, we
finally made it into Mac-Corry. After
fucking about on the upper floors for a
bit, we walked out of the south doors,
free men, who were also almost 10
minutes behind all of our friends who
went out the normal way.
I think we had to wait in line at
the dining hall for an extra 30 minutes
because of it, but we were able to
shave off about 45 seconds of walking
in the cold, so it was worth it.
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Valentine’s Day Advice for Singles by Singles
It’s that time of year again when Tinder, eHarmony and Christian Mingle servers are crashing, and if Meta can avoid another lawsuit Facebook
Dating may become the most popular online dating platform this Valentine’s Day. Planning the perfect Valentine’s Day is no easy task. That’s why
we’ve got you covered with Valentine’s Day advice for singles by singles,
brought to you by the same highly qualified individuals who are broke and
run Instagram accounts with investing advice.
The first step to a successful Valentine’s Day is looking the part. Get out
of those sweats that have been stuck to your body since COVID started and
find that suit you forgot you had. Before you head out make sure to stop at
the bank to get a stack of one-dollar bills, because nothing says sex appeal
quite like the Monopoly Man. But above all confidence is key, so hold your
head high and get out there champ.
It is likely that you will get rejected the first time when they find out
they are indeed only one-dollar bills, but it’s not about how hard you fall,
it’s about how you get back up. So, find the closest person and say these
magic words…
Roses are red
My balls are blue
I need a valentine
How about dinner for two
Now that you’ve got a date it’s time to book that dinner reservation, but
in the likely event it is already Valentine’s Day follow these steps. Forget
roses, a real man gets food for the table not flowers, so get her subway. For
this next part you need to be honest with yourself…You can either get her
a footlong, so she knows what she is getting herself into later or opt for the
6-inch sandwich, so she is not set up for disappointment with your own
subpar sub.
Throughout the entire process you have to remember the heart is
complicated, metaphorically but also in a medical sense. Thanks to new
advancements in medicine a man with a heart condition got his heart removed and he is still alive and well. Doctors are even saying this is the first
heartless human ever to live…but they clearly never met my ex.

-G Money

EMPLOYEMENT
OPPORTUNITY

K

ingston Poop-painters has an amazing role open for just you!
We are a company that specializes in painting walls with
poop and we give you the great opportunity to be a poop painter for
us. We’ll handle all of the money in your very own poop business,
and all you have to do is all of the work, advertising, securing of
resources, and give us a nice payment for our services.

Don’t wait, as this is the best poop job offer in the city; Give $2000 down payment
to our PO box to be considered.
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A Message from the Queen’s U Anti-Boofing
Society

Marijuana is ending lives. I ask you, dear classmate, why do you subject
yourself to such cycles of terrors, giving yourself to the devil as his plaything and tarnish your once beautiful god-given soul. We must say NO to
marijuana and YES to the man! To help teach you the horrible effects of this
god-forsaken substance, we’ve asked students to share their weed-induced
devil sightings.
Transporting into The Last of Us II (terrifying) (gone bad):
A quiet evening in the bath with my girlfriend, I thought, surely this
must be the best time to get high, right? Wrong. It began quite nicely, the
lights moving around the bathroom, red and blue mixing to make purple,
the suds building in size as the tub fills. But that’s how he gets you. Not
too soon after, the room turned hazy and dark. It felt as though I was in the
game The Last of Us II (where they are fighting at the end with the boats
and the water yk?). I thought I was drowning in the middle of the ocean.
My girlfriend, trying to help me out of the bath, got up out of the bath. This
increased the insanity of my delusion, I could no longer feel my legs and I
felt as though I had been abandoned. “Don’t leave me! My legs are jello!”
I cried, over and over until I finally got lifted out of the bath and dried off.
That’s all I remember from that night…
The Nightmare Before Boofmass:
On Boofmas Eve, my cousins and I suck back joints, but sometimes
things go bad. Once, one of them ate the entirety of christmas breakfast, and
promptly ruined christmas. The most recent time, we all had our own joint
and shit ourselves when our parents came home two hours early. We hid in
the basement like buffoons.
That one time I got zonked out of my gord:
I was a wee frosh sitting in my Victoria Hall residence room. I decided it
was a good weeknight to partake in some goony. So an hour and a half goes
by, I’m sitting there, and I think, “gee whiz boy I’m hungry,” but I was still
present, so obviously it was a good idea to go to the Leonard Hall of Fine
Dining. So I go there by myself like a fool, load up on some diarrhea inducing cuisine, and station myself at that high chair shelf thingy adjacent to the
windows. Still not experiencing anything yet, probably eating a mediocre
grilled cheese or something, and then maybe drinking my three tiny ass
glasses of ginger ale. So some time goes by, I’m minding my own business,
and then all of a sudden my head is locked in one space and I can somehow
vividly hear conversations across the room. Wacky! I’m lookin around and
I see a dude from my classes sitting by himself in an entire booth (douche).
I go over and confide to him my situation, at which point he starts showing
me memes on instagram and I start giggling like an idiot. Some more of this
ensues, and then I see my pals in another booth! I am saved. I go over to sit
with them, they don’t know what’s going on because they’re those kind of
eng kids, and I make my way through maybe 4 bowls of bread pudding.
Chaotic? Yes. Memorable experience? Also yes. Would I do it again? Probably not. Hotel? Trivago.
We as a community must turn away from the sin of Casual Cannabis
usage and turn toward a more ketamine-driven lifestyle. We must use our
efforts to become a more productive and efficient society, rather than wasting away, rotting in your own bong water.

-QUABS
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Choosing a Discipline By Avoiding People
Who Consider Themselves Stoners
Everyone ‘mokes weed, but many find it imperative to stay as
far away as possible from people who would outwardly identify as
‘stoners’. This is a guide on how to avoid them.
1.
Elec: People in elec are the most painfully straight-edge people
in the world, and while you will never find someone who identifies
as a stoner, you will only find people who drink water and smoke
life.
2.
Comp: Comp kids are too antisocial to consider themselves
stoners, but there’ll be a few stoners. May be a good choice if you can
stand doing computer math.
3.
EngPhys: Engphys doesn’t have many ‘stoners’ but the ones
who do will bore you to hell with talk of “dude bro what if like… the
universe” This is a good pick if you can deal with these people.

Volume 56, Issue 16

I am Fucked
Not in a fun way. I sold my friend’s guinea pig on facebook marketplace. I don’t
know what I was thinking, but I just knew it had to go and I impulsively sold him
saying that we didn’t have the resources to take care of him anymore. It was cute
and all, but it’s hay and poop stunk up the place and at some point you’ve got to
say you’ve had enough. I am being paid to take care of the little bastard until my
housemate gets back in a couple weeks, and I’ve gone crazy, like in the lighthouse,
with just me and this furry fucking cylinder. I couldn’t stand it anymore, he had
to go. I don’t like when he stares at me with his black beads knowing my hatred
of him. I think he’ll be fine in his new house so it shouldn’t be a problem but either
way I’m fucked, if not legally, at least socially. I mean I got $20 for it plus the $100
I got for taking care of it. I’ll probably just buy another one of the little bastards a
couple days before she gets back. They’re stupid little shits anyways so who cares
right. But I feel like my housemate is crazy enough to tell her guinea pig apart from
another. It’s kind of her fault because she would be perfectly happy if she didn’t
know, and her obsession is something that she can control, so it’s really her problem. FUCK. There’s nothing left to do at this point. I’m a lot like everyone else who
is royally fucked, but I’m completely past it. It’s such a pain that I don’t even hope
she feels better. In fact, I want to realize what a pain in the ass this has been for me.
I don’t want her to escape responsibility. But even after admitting all of this, there
is no relief. I think I’ll get away with it. I refuse to learn anything from this. Nothing
new can come out of this article. This shit is fucked.

-Piggy Bandit
4.
Chem: Chem is when there starts to be a significant amount
of these “people” If you want to avoid them it’s possible as they are
simply a group set out away from the others. A decent pick that can
be very practical.
5.
Mech: Mech has a terrible problem where the stoners have
reached an equilibrium point where they are indistinguishable from
real people. It is a hard life and you’d best avoid it.
6.
Mining: Mining is bad. Most of these people need to cope with
working for the mining industry and need to base their personality
around the plant. Stay away.
7.
Geo: Geo is lost to the stoners. Every single one of them will
post bongs on their stories so if you must avoid stoners you will never work in Geo. NEVER do Geo

-I HATE Stoners

The use of the letter “C” now deemed a departure
from integrity at Queen’s U
In a stunning report from Queen’s, the use of the letter that sounds like “sea”
will be seen as a departure from university integrity. A quote from Patty Deane was
provided “I don’t want to SEE it used anymore lmao. But for real, we are able to live
without it and there is no real need for it in 2022. We’re past it.” This report strikes
quite the issue with some of the student body, who enjoy using that stinky and out
of date letter.
“Look, I know that the letter has a history laden with problems, but I feel like
perhaps we should move past it and SEE what new uses it may have in our brave
new world.” A student told brave GW reporters. While some feel like it’s literally
1984 that we’re not able to use the letter, most people who aren’t fringe idiots simply realize that there are at least like 20 other letters to pick from. Some worry that
this will lead to the banning of other letters like k, but that’s just a slippery slope
fallasee.

Take Part in my Valentine’s Day NFT Pyramid
Scheme!
Hello my fellow crypto loving brothers, sisters, and siblings. Gosh, what a
beautiful day it is today to join together and discuss how much we love jpegs. I love
the blockchain!
I would like to propose something very nice to you today, a chance to purchase
your very own minted Valentine’s day heart NFT created by me for that special
someone! What better way to show someone you care for them than purchasing an
AI generated jpeg attached to some line of code on a computer hundreds of kilometers away. According to the authority of the void, you are the official owner of
that image!
You can buy these heart NFT’s with my new and patented “Internet Dollar”,
a crazy cool new cryptocurrency hitting the market later today. You heard that
right folks, pay for a form of cryptocurrency with another form of cryptocurrency!
Doesn’t this make a lot of sense and make you want to invest hundreds of thousands of your real tangible dollars? NFT’s are a very viable and really cool form of
currency! I’m so sick of carrying around real money, it’s smelly and has germs on it!
I can bet you that with enough traction, our favorite NFT lover and friend Elon
Musk™ will tweet about it someday! Gosh, how cool is CEO and all around badass
Elon Musk™? He’s not like the rest of the top 0.01%, he’s quirky! I wish he was my
friend, I’ll bet he’d think I was really cool! He is the meme lord hahaha!
Speaking of celebrities, wasn’t it really cool when corporate shill Jimmy Fallon™ showed off his Bored Ape NFT on air for the whole audience to see? Golly,
his ape looks so rad! The audience really grasped the concept of an NFT, they didn’t
make a single sound because they were deep in thought and not because they were
confused. Jimmy’s ape looked totally original and worthy of our attention based on
its artistic merit alone! I know you know as well as I do that celebrity endorsement
is irrefutable testimony guaranteeing the quality of product, so you should also invest your money in cryptocurrency because it is a very stable currency that is very
real and cool.
Okay, so pretty please buy my NFT, you won’t regret it, XOXO :)

-Ratboy
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF SARS-COV-19
OMICRON VARIENT:
Short Term:
•
•
•
•

Feeling a widdle sweepy
General Sillyness
Cute Widdle Snweezy Weezies
Wanting to go on a plane

Post Infection:
Patty Deane also stated that “He is unable to right now, he just is unable to,
okay???”

-Legally Strawberry Blonde

•
•
•
•
•

Lack of taste in clothing
Guys take your breath away easier
Confuses weed and skunk odour
Increased instances of ratio/cope/
seethe
Nicotene intake fluctuations negative
to weed

Long Covid:
•
•
•
•

Unnatural/Prolongued enjoyment of
The Beatles
Higher risk of being “letting your
silly side out”
Loss of sensation in your toes/”little
piggies”
BEING LIKE TOTALLY SILLY AND
GOOFY AND FAILING THAT EXAM
RETAKE
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Adam Sandler is A Crackass Jackass
Fuck adam sandler. I hate adam sandler. Who tf even is he? Who does he think
he is? Oh like you really just happen to have some smokin’ hot gf/wife in every
movie you’re in (Jennifer Anniston)? Get a grip man. “OHHH I WAS IN CLICK! I
WAS IN THE MOVIE CLICK THAT CHRISOPHER WALKEN WAS ALSO IN!” Nobody fucking cares adam! Get a grip. Like literally why the fuck is he in SO many
movies. So many of the SAME FUCKING MOVIES. Tgis is god damn insane how
obsessed hollywood is with a man who doesn’t even act he just is himself in movies
he shows up like hi what the fuck is up I’m Adam Sandler this is Jennifer Anniston
(for the 5th movie in a row). The only term I’ve ever heard that properly describes
this man’s demeanor is My girlfriends word’s, “Adam Sandler is a crackass jackass.” I literally have never heard words so true. The man is a walking ick. I hate him.
If I saw adam sandler in the streets I’d throw my milkshake at him and call him an
idiot. If i saw him with a friend I’d tell them how stupid they are for being around
so much stupid. Is this idiot even married? Does he have a family? Kids? Or just
5 fake jennifer anniston wives and 30 fake sandiston children? Hmm?? The most
appalling thing of it all is some people think this 53 year old swim trunk wearing
polo dad shirt having dad bod fucking diet sexist ass talentless movie star has any
appeal? Seriously? Honestly? Have we no humanity? Have we learnt nothing from
our wrongs? Stop glorifying this man who would probably wear slip flops to the
grocery store. The guy who wears a fanny pack to the canadian tire. Adam sandler
one hundred percent doesn’t know how to start a grill but pretends to. Hes never
made a fire, hell, hes never mowed a lawn. And I swear to god if he wears one more
baseball hat I *REDACTED* *REDACTED* *REDACTED*

-Adam Sandler’s Biggest Fan

Dear Joseph,
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Editors’ V-DayAdvice

I get absolutely zero bitches. However, for this upcoming Valentine’s Day, I
would like to not be lonely. What’s your advice to get in the accompaniment
of a woman ASAP???
Sincerely,
That guy who has casual conversations in your lecture zoom chat
Geremy,
I think women love knowing about you and the best way to do that is to have
conversations in their earshot, so you need to double down on the zoom
chat convos. It’s pretty important to seem not desperate and that you’re a
hot tamale so you should make sure to shift the focus to your ab oiling routine, how many other woman you have wooed, and be sure to describe in
great detail how much you enjoy eating poon in your zoom calls. Get into
the gory details about taste specifications, and how funny you think each
flap and nodule is. This will show that you are experienced and you view
the consumption of vagina as something casual and fun. They’ll come running to you!.
Dear Hannah,
Every passing day, I grow more weary of this world’s inevitable decline into
the abyss. How can I overcome this in order to love myself this Valentine’s
Day?
Fair tidings,
Patrick Deane

UPDATE ON OUR MASK POLICY

Golden Words reader,

Hello Queen’s students. This is an announcement made by the University,
in GoldenWords as more of you read GoldenWords than the thousands of
update emails. PLEASE NOTE that you have to wear one of those blue surgical masks type two. WE WILL provide them for you. Yes they are the
same masks that barely work against omicron. THATS WHY we are mandating you MUST wear these masks instead of the shitty clothe ones. ADDITIONALLY, YOU CAN NOT wear a better mask. IF WE SEE YOU with
a mask that actually works such as an N95, KN95, M95, or anything that is
actually useful in limiting the spread, YOU WILL be expelled for not wearing a proper blue paper mask.

We all die. The world as we know it will one day cease to ever have existed,
time will have wiped away any memory of your or my existence. Nothing
matters. Nothing will ever matter. The sole purpose for human existence has
been to find meaning in our surroundings and for some reason attempt to
understand and make sense of the world around us, and for what? We have
ruined our planet, our people, and worse is we have lost ourselves through
it. There is no point in love and no point in finding it since we have ruined
any chance at happiness, and love is but an excuse for hope that theres more
out there to discover, more purpose for us to find, but my eyes are week and
my mind is tired and I no longer wish to expand my knowledge. I no longer
care to see the first flying car or the last pod sending humans to mars. I wish
to stay naive. I wish to be ignorant. And you should too.

IN FACT we have taken special precautions if you wear a mask with a filter,
or try to make the blue paper useful. WE WILL REPORT you to the DEAN
and he will have a word to you about safety.

Stanley,

WEAR YOUR BLUE MASK DO NOT WEAR A RESPIRATOR.

-PD

RAT’S?! IN MY HOUSE:
WHAT A KINGSTON
LANDLORD HAS TO SAY:
REMEMBER:

• THERE ARE NO RATS
• I WILL NOT HELP
• YOU ARE INSANE
THIS ADVICE HAS HELPED
COUNTLESS PEOPLE

I am coming to you with some sensitive issues, both in time and material.
I have been so very embarrassed that I haven’t even confided in any of my
dearest friends nor my therapist! I suppose I’ve just gotta get it out, huh?
Well stan… I’ve been shitting cum whenever i recieve anal sex. See, I’m not
sure how this even happens biologically, however it’s been a new and…
exciting experience for me. See, i used to perform autoerotic asphyxiation
to get myself off, but that soon became dangerous and embarrassing to explain to the doctors, so I thought, Hey! I should switch to anal! That was a
few months ago and ever since I haven’t been sure how to feel about this
whole… anal ejaculation situation. Should I see the doctor? Should I embrace this side of me? Should I be ashamed? Let me know your thoughts.
(Hoping to solve this prior to my V-day fuck)
Hi Troubled Youth,
We all try new things every once in a while. Sometimes it goes well, and
sometimes it doesn’t quite go as planned! The most important thing though
is to maintain your awareness through both occasions. When things go very
well for a while, you might develop a sense of over confidence, in your case,
not having anal leakage. It can be easy to slack off at times because you
don’t anticipate the situation snowballing, in your case, having excessive
amounts of semen expelling out your rectum. Now that things aren’t going
well, it’s important to apply the same concept. Keep your head held high!
Everything will be fine in the end. If it’s not fine, then it’s not the end. Simple as that. Just brace yourself, as there will be much more cum to come, but
I believe you will get through it. Maybe see a doctor I guess.
Best, Stanley

in person classes
feel something

supposedly returns
february 28 at 8am

